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Darktown StrutterS Ball

Downbeat
Symphonic orchestra

milestone
Ragtime saxophone

Blue Note
Original Creole Big Band
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While jazz may be difficult to define, impro-
visation is clearly one of its key elements. A 
form of folk music which rose in part from 
work songs and field hollers of rural Blacks, 
early blues was also highly improvisational. 
These features are fundamental to the nature 
of jazz. While in European classical music 
elements of interpretation, ornamentation 
and accompaniment are sometimes left to the 
performer‘s discretion, the performer‘s prima-
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While jazz may be difficult to define, improvisation is clearly 
one of its key elements. A form of folk music which rose in 
part from work songs and field hollers of rural Blacks, early 
blues was also highly improvisational. These features are 
fundamental to the nature of jazz. While in European clas-
sical music elements of interpretation, ornamentation and 
accompaniment are sometimes left to the performer’s discre-
tion, the performer’s primary goal is to play a composition as 
it was written. In jazz, however, the skilled performer will in-
terpret a tune in very individual ways, never playing the same 
composition exactly the same way twice. Depending upon 
the performer‘s mood and personal experience, interactions 
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„ab“ (cd) ¡ef!

h@i »jk« {lm}

0123456789

6

6

6

„AB“ (cd) ¡Ef!

h@i »jk« {lm} 

0123456789

Case sensitive forms
Replaces punctuation marks 
and figures with their capital 
form. 
6 all caps

headline 6 heaDline Small caps
Replaces lowercase letters with 
small caps.
6 small caps

headline

„ab“ (cd) ¡ef!

g/h i@j 6kl

6

6

6

HeaDline

„aB“ (cD) ¡ef!

g/H i@j 6kl

All small caps
Replaces uppercase and lower-
case letters with small caps. 
Punctuation marks and arrows 
are replaced as well. 
6 all small caps

fi fb fh fj fl ft

ffl ffi

6

6

fi fb fh fj fl ft

ffl ffi

Standard ligatures
Replaces two letters (For ex-
ample »f« and »i«) with one 
ligature (»fi«).
6 ligatures

ch ct çt st șt 6 ch ct çt st șt Discretionary ligatures
Replaces two letters with one 
ligature.
6 discretionary ligatures

01234

56789

6

6

01234

56789

Arrows
Replaces figures with arrows.
6 stylistic set 1
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Page 0123456789 $€¢£¥ Tabular oldstyle figures
These figures share the same 
width, so they perfectly fit 
among each other in table 
settings.
6 default figure style

Page 0123456789 $€¢£¥ Proportional oldstyle figures
Proportional figures for use in 
a flow of lowercase and upper-
case text.
6 proportional oldstyle

PAgE 0123456789 $€¢£¥ Proportional lining figures
Lining figures are designed for 
use in all-capital text.
6 proportional lining

PAgE 0123456789 $€¢£¥ Tabular lining figures
6 tabular lining

Page 0123456789 $€¢£¥ Proportional small caps figures
Small caps figures are suited 
for small-capital text.
6 all small caps

Page 0123456789 $€¢£¥ Tabular small caps figures
6 all small caps + 
    tabular lining

h2O  E=mc2  5x4+2x Superscript/Subscript
Replaces figures with their su-
perior or inferior variant.
6 superscript
6 subscript
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1/2  3/4  7/8 6 1/2  3/4  7/8 Fractions
Replaces a sequence of glyphs 
(For example »1« + »/« + »2«) 
with a fraction.
6 fractions

1a  2o  No 6 1a  2o  No Ordinals
Replaces »a« and »o« with a 
superior form.
6 ordinals

Baracke 6 Baracke Alternative »a«
6 stylistic set 2

gagarin 6 gagarin Alternative »g«
6 stylistic set 3

Yesterday 6 Yesterday Alternative »y«
6 stylistic set 4

Shijf 6 Shijf Alternative »ij« digraph
6 stylistic set 5

¡Ėÿ, Ģäģ! 6 ¡Ėÿ, Ģäģ! Rounded dots
CamingoDos’ dots and commas 
are quite squarish. In addition 
there is a complete set of round 
versions.
6 stylistic set 6
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Afrikaans

Albanian

Basque

Bokmål

Bosnian

Breton

Catalan

Croatian

Czech

Danish

Dutch

English

Esperanto

Estonian

Faroese

Finnish

French

German

Greenlandic

Hungarian

Icelandic

Inari Sámi 

Indonesian

Irish

Italian

Kurdish

Latvian

Lithuanian

Luxemburgish

Moldavian

Norwegian

Polish

Portuguese 

Rhaeto-Romanic

Romanian

Serbian (Latin)

Slovak

Slovenian

Sorbian

Spanish

Swahili

Swedish

Turkish

CamingoDos Pro supports the following languages:

Character set (890 glyphs)
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